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ABS TH.ACT 
An experirrental method has been developed in which 
a shock wave is used to heat a gas by a definite aJnount 
iri a time short compared to the rate of adjustment of the 
gas to the new temperature. 'The rate of atta1m11ent of the 
new thermal equilibrium is then fol lowed photoelectrically. 
'Ihe apparatus described here can be used to study reactions 
with half times as short as io-5 seconds. 
By this method the r a te of dissociation of dinitrogen 
tetroxide in the oresence of a large excess of nitrogen 
has been studied over a 48 degree temperature range and 
with an eight fo ld variation in total pres sure. 'L'he re-
sults indicate tha t dissociation is a unimolecul ~r reaction, 
near its second order limit a t one atmo sohere oressure, 
and ap-oroach:Lng a first order limit '"t higher pressures. 
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I IN'I1IWDUC'l'ION 
This thesis describes a new method for the direct 
measurement of the rates of very fast gas reactions. 
Interest in this field is not principally derived from 
the desire to observe a reaction faster than any previously 
studied. Fast reactions are often single elementary pro-
cesses, and as such are the simplest reactions from the 
standpoint of theory, and the most fundamental in chemical 
kinetics. 
In chemical kinetics, as in most branches of chem-
istry, progress has come in spurts, stimulat ed by the 
appearance of some new theoretical concept or the de-
velopment of an experirPental technique which extends the 
accuracy or ranFe of kinetic n easurements. Shis has been 
especially true of fast reactions. ~L'he Polanyi diffu sion 
flame technique and the Paneth mirror removal method were 
responsible for mos t o f the early work in fast reactions. 
binstein 1 s treatment o f the dispersion of the velocity 
of sound in a dissociating gas started a great deal o f 
work on the rate o f dissociation of N:2o4 , which up to 
then had been al together beyond rr:, easurement. _1Jic k i n son 1 s 
intermittent light method has proved very useful for 
studying fast reactions in photochemical systems . Hecently, 
two techniques for tl':e direct observat:ton of fast re a ct-
ions have been develoned. A shift in the equilibr l u :m 
mu.st be produced rruch faster than the reaction can res p ond 
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to this change in conditions. rl'he return to equilibrium. 
may then be followed by fast nhotoelectric observlnf 
techni qi..:1.es. An intense flasl:. lamp has been used in t his 
way by Davidson et.al .(l). It is the purpose of t his 
thesis to describe a new me thod in which a gas i s suddenly 
h eated by the passa~e of a shock wave throufh it, and 
photoelectric :methods are used to follow its rat e of 
adjust:ment to the ·ne w te .,..rrperature. 
It was thought that a first test of this meth od 
should be made with a reaction t h at is fairly si ··rip le 
]dneticr-ill-,v and experin ent ally . 'l':ne diss oc iation of N20 LJ, 
~o rl02 is such a reaction . It has been o f interes t in 
cheT1cal kinetics for many years , but its rate an d kinet ic 
h eh~1v ior were only appro.x 'L1ately '.rn.:)1Hn. 1.~'l:.ts r·E.n.c tion v.as 
tr10r6fore chosen f or the flrst tr i a l of the shock v,r:~v0 
::r:e thoci . ~ r6por t of the preliminary r e sults has a lre ady 
- , I r .... \ appcareo \;::; ) . 
~he devGlo,~snt b ~ins tein of the the ory of t he 
dispersion of the velo city of s oun~ in a ~iss octat ln[ las 
led to a ~reat deal of ~ ark on t his effec t in N8o4 • The 
me t h od, at first slcht very at tr a ct:Lve, actually suffers 
from several major disao.vant :i.(:.E:s . 'l1i1 EJ maxlmum dispbrs :ton 
ls only Ll)o and the chang E:; which may be 'Jractically obs erv-
ed is often only l >f, . 'I'he i nt s rpretation of t h e results 
i s coni.plicated by t he siIT'ul taneous absor0tlon of sound, 
and by the fact that dis~0crsi on is to be exp ected from 
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vibrational heat capacity lag, altogether apart from dis-
sociation. The best results obtained with the sound dis-
persion method seem to be those of Richards and Reid(4 ), 
who _ claim an accurac y of 10%. 
Brass and ':L1olman(5) were able to estimate only the 
order of magnitude of the rate constant in their experiments, 
in which they measured the cooling of an N02 - N204 mix-
ture aft e r it had flowed throu~h a set of orifices . 
A study of the rate of di ssociation of N20 4 by a 
completely independent method is clearly needed, and has 
been undertak.en here. 
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·rr GENBHAL T/iE'rfl OL> AND Hli.SULTS 
1. Shock Waves in a Perfect Gas 
If a plane c01~0pression wave is started i n a column 
of gas, f or example by moving a piston into one end of the 
colu:mn, the pressure profile will undergo the changes in 
time indi cated in 1'1ig . 1. 
p 
F'ig. 1. Pr ogressive Steepening of a Compression Vv ave 
The disturbance a t each p osition i n the wave is pr op-
agated with the velocity of sound at that particular 
pressure and temperature. Since the density and temper-
ature are higher in the rear of the wave, the velocity o f 
sound, Q.: ~, is greater there, and the back of the 
wave tends to catch up with the front. r11his causes the 
progressive steepening illustrated in F'ig. 1. Ideally, 
this leads to a d i scontinuity in pressure, density, and 
temperature, a shock wave, whose velocity relative to 
the flow in front of it is supersonic, but subsonic rel-
ative to the flow behind it. Since a gas is not ultimately 
a homo g eneous fluid, the discontinuity is not perfect. 'l'he 
thickness of a shock wave i s of the order of a mean free 
x 
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path of the molecules in it, about lc-5 cm. for the pre-
sent work . 
In agreement with this qualltative picture , the 
(nonlinear ) differential equations for the flow of a 
homogeneous fluid do require that a compression wave build 
up into a shock, and by inclusion of viscosity and heat 
conduction, the thickness may be approximately calculated(b). 
Equations for the te1rperature and density changes 
across a shock wave :may be derived simply by apolying the 
conditions of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy 
across a discontinuity. These conservation equations are, 
res ~oecti vely, 
( 1) l'u : n 
P + nu -: nV 
/ ,density; u,flow velocity; n,mass flux 
?,pressure; V,constant(not volume) ( 2) 
( 3) bn + t,nu2 ... Pu : const. E ,interna l energy/~ram 
These equations are written in a coordinate system moving 
with the shock wave. The situation may be p ictured as a 
discontinuity, stationary in space, with low pressure gas 
flowing into it with supersonic velocity, and gas at high-
er density and temperature flowing away from it at sub-
sonic velocity. 'l'hese equations apply only to plane, one 
dimensional flow. 1he last states that the total flux of 
energy, internal p l us kinetic plus mechanical, through any 
surface perpendicular to the flow, is constant. The form 
of these equations is that used by Bethe and Teller (?). 
Applying these results to a perfect gas with constant heat 
capacity gives for the ratios of specific volumes and temp-
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eratures across the shock: 
I+ !:_P...,,. 
IM ( 4) V 00 
2/J•t 
(b) T= 11[t-r-¥11l(1-v)] 
where lf'== fJ/p , T= i/-rp , and Ill = u;a.R is the Mach number, 
which is, in the laboratory coordinate system, the ratio 
of the shock velocity to the velocity of sound in the low 
pressure gas. Subscript J denotes conditions in front of 
the shock wave, quantities without subscript refer to 
conditions after it. P is defined by 
( 6) /.J = C /H = ~ t' p /t-1 
The ideal equations (4) and (5 ) hold strictly only for a 
perfect gas with constant heat capacity. In particular, 
the situation is more compl icated if the heat capacity 
depends on temperature, as of course it does in N02 - N2 04 
mixtures. 1I'he gas mixture used in the present work, 
nitrogen plus 1 % N2o4 , obeys the perfect gas law to a 
good approximation. It will be shown in Part IIT that the 
change in its heat capacity with ter.:1.pera ture is a signif-
icant but small effect, so that equations (4) and (5) are 
still approximately valid, and may be used as a basis for 
a more exact treatment. 
2. The Generation of Shock Waves 
- - -·- - - - -
'I'he best way to make u niform shock waves whi ch do 
not gradually decay is to use a shock tube ( 8 ), ( 9). 'I'he 
tube used in the present work is shown schematically in 
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F'i.g. 2s. . 'l'he pressure configuration at various times is 
indicated in Fig . 2b. 
A w B 
c 
Fig. 2a. 
section; 
vvind ows. 
.Schemati c Diapram of Shock 'Tube. A, h igh pressure 
B, low pressure section; C, diaphraftm; ~\i , quar tz 
p 
1 
2 
3 
4 
dista.nce 
:S'ig. 2b. Pres sure confi guration in the shock tube: ( 1) Before 
diaphragm bursts, (2) Before r efle ction of rarefa ction wave. 
( 3 )After reflection of raref8.ction wave. ( 4 )When the rare -
faction h as caup:ht u-o with the shock wave. 'I he dotted line 
re pre sents the coldfront. 
Vvhen the diaphrag:'l1 separating the hig:h and low pr·e s -
sure §'ases is burst, a shar_D, p lane shock wave quickly forms, 
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since the shock velocity relative to the gas behind it is 
subsonic, so that any disturbances there catch up and 
rrerFe with the shock. The shock wave will be uniform, the 
conditions behind it beinp: p:iven by equations (4) and (5), 
until the rarefaction wave which starts b s. ckwards from the 
d iaphragm as soon as it bursts is r e flected from the end 
of th6 tube and catches up with the shock front (4 in Fig. 
2b). The boundary se p aratinp: fa s6s originally on different 
sides of the di aphragm remains fairly sharp during the flow. 
This boundary is called the coldfront, since t h ere is a 
temoerature difference across it arising from the fact 
that gas on one side is oart of the shock wave, \l\rhile g·as 
on the other side has exuanded from the hip:ll. :pressure 
section. 
~[ he equation relating: the oressure ratio across t he shock 
to the initial ratio across the diaphragm is(8): 
7T Y2P 
7T- I 
I - {£fJ(l+-7T(:i.p-0) 
for a perfect gas with constant heat capacity. B is the 
initial :pressure ratio across the diaphragm, and 1T is the 
ratio a cross the resulting shock wave. 'fhis is the equation 
to be used in making approximate uredictions of the perform-
ance of a shock tube. For examDle, one mip-ht have B ;::: 550, 7T"-10 , 
T= 2.o or B = 2, 7f:::. 1.4, 7>· 1.1 for shock waves in pure nitro-
gen. 'I'hus, at hif-h p ressures J3 :.nc1st be mu ch g r eater than ff, 
but it i s still pr>actical to produce hi..gh te :irne ratures 
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in this way. It must b e rememb e r e d of course that the 
gas will not have constant heat capacity at temperatures 
at which vibration and dissociation become excited . For 
the highly dilute w2o4 mixture used here, equation (7) holds 
fairly well, but was used only as a qualitative guide. 1 ~ 'i ost 
of the work was done with B = 2. 
3. 1)e ~~Ei.P.!:.!2~ of !!:?.-~ ~-012~~ §:~~.'.:I 
'lihe set up is shown schematically in Fip.;. 3 , page 10. 
'I'he gas handling s ystem with whi ch the two sections of the 
tube were filled to known pressures of nitrogen and N204 -
nitrogen mixture is not shown. This and the arrang-ement 
for cooling the tube to low temDeratures are discussed in 
Part .ill . The tube used is steel, 5 cm. square in cross 
section, with a one meter high pressure section A sep-
arated from a t wo meter low pressure section B by a Cel-
lophane diaphragm C. LiLJ~ht beams from the sources D and 
E are collimated by t he 1 mm. sl i ts S and Dass through 
quartz windows which are flush with the inner surfa ce of 
the tube to minimi ze turbulence . In the sch lieren trig-
p:ering system, the beam from D, when intersected by the 
shock wave, is refracted into the denser medium, and 
hence clears the knife edge F and reaches the pho tomul-
ti plier G. The resulting photoelectric signal, after b eing 
amplified, triggers a thyratron which in turn triggers the 
delayed sweep of the Tektronix Type 51 2 osci lloscope , and 
t he external delay circuit K. The beams from the two a.c. 
A c 
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. G' 
H 
OE 
8 
L 
Fig. 3 • Block diapram of the apparatus. See p a g e 9. 
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mercury arcs E, which were run 90 ° out of phase to 
average out the a.c. variation, are combined by the half 
silvered mirror lVI, and passed throup:h the second window, 
12 cm. downstream from the first. 'The spectrograph H 
transmits to the photomultiplier G' only light absorbed 
b y N02 • ':['he output of this photomultiDlier is connected 
directly to the oscilloscope. The internal delay in the 
oscilloscoue is so adjusted that the sweep starts just be -
fore the shock wave passes the observinf.!: li ght beam from 
the arcs ~. Also the delay circuit K puts a small posi-
tive siFnal on the trace just before the shock wave aDpears. 
This comes at a known time after the delay was triggered 
by the shock wave passing the first window. This delay 
time, plus the time, measured from the sweep, between 
this mark and the annearance of the shock front at the 
'· . 
second windovv, gives the time of flight of the shock wave 
between the two windows, and hence the shock velocity. '1'his 
quantity, expressed as the I1fach nuwber, determines the 
temperature and density behind the shock (see equations (4) 
and ( 5) ) • 
After the sweep starts and the time mark from the 
delay has appeared, the shock get s to the second window, 
where it refracts the l:i.ght beam so as to produce a sharp 
spike on the trace, which l asts 3 or 4 mi croseconds, and 
obs cures this much of the reaction. After this, the tr -J.ce 
gives a record of' the intensity of the light transmitted 
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by the gas behind the shock front. As the dissociation 
proceeds and the N02 concentration ris0s to i ts new equi-
librium value, the light intensity falls, at a gradually 
decreasing rate, which is i ndicated by a corresponding 
fall in the tr a ce . F igs. 4 and 5 show typical records of 
shock waves in nitrogen, and in ni trop'en containin{I 1% N20"± 
respe ctively . ~L1he sharpness of the spike in these pictures 
me ans that the shock wave is sharp and we ll defined. By 
measuring the time of travel of the shock wave betvrn e n the 
flrst two windows, and the n b e twe en the second and third, 
no evidence for decay could be found. The apDaratus used 
here is capable o f measuring the rate of a reaction having 
a hal f time as short as lo-5 sec. 
The sweep of the oscilloscope beam is photogr aphed 
and the pi cture carefully measured. 'l'he vertical de-
flection i s p ro portional to the voltage change , h e nce to 
the change j_n light intensity. T'he horizontal deflection, 
caLlbr a ted by nnips iY from a 1 00 k . c. o s c i ll a tor, @:' ives the 
time scale. 'l'he me thod by whi ch the rate constant is ob-
talned fro m these data is explained i n }?art JJI. It is 
found e ss ent ial l y from the slone of a p lot of the log-
arithn of t he concentration of N02 agai nst time , but the 
tr eat ment is com~licated by the de vi a t i on of shock waves 
in a dissociating gas from the ideal b ehavior character-
istic of constant heat capa c i t y , and by the fact th~t a 
fa ir ly l arge shift in·· e qui librium is involved. 'l'he n aj or 
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F'iF. 4. Oscilloscope record of Dhotocurrent for a shock 
wave in pure nitrogen. 'l'he small nep:ati ve n p1.ps 11 are time 
marks 10 A sec. apart. On the upper trace, moving from l eft 
to right, the first positive signal is a tin'J. emR.rk from the 
external delay circuit. The sharp negative and positive 
spikes are schlieren effects as the shock front nasses 
through the light beam. 'l'he lower trace is for purnoses of 
calibration. 
Fig. 5. Oscilloscope record of photocurrent for a shock 
wave in nltrop:en containin~ 1% N2o4 • ~fter the shock front 
p::i.s ses throuf!h the light beam ( R.fter the s h arp negative 
spi~e), the pho tocurrent f a lls a s dissociation proceeds, 
and level s off as the new equtlibriu~ is reache~. The 
s mooth horizontal sweeps are volta~e calibr q tions. 
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problem is to calculate the. density and temperature, which 
are not constant, behind the shock front. The treatment 
of shock waves in a diss oci a ting g"as which has been used 
in these calculations is given in fart III. 
The results of this study of the rate of dissociation 
of N2o4 in the presence of a lar~e excess of nitrogen are 
g-i ven in 'J.'able I, p a ,r' e 15, and. in Pigs. 6, 7, and 8 follow-
the table. 'l'he results for the der,:>endence o f t t .e rate on 
total concentration are rather poor, but the logarithmic 
p lot of F'ig:. 6 indicates that the ra-te is approximately 
second order (first order with respect to nitroirnn as well 
as with respe ct to H204) below concentrations of 0.05 rn/l., 
where the slope of t h e curve is nearly l. At high concen-
tra.tions , the curve tends to level off, ir.1:olying that the 
rate becomes first order (independent of nitrogen concentrat-
i on) . 'l'his :ts the behavior to be expected of a unimolecular 
re a ction. ~i.'he values in colur1n 4 of 'l.'able I were calculated 
to .055 rn/l. from t he experi 1-r..en.tal values of colmnn 2 by assum-
ing a second order rate law. _ ost of the concentrations were 
close to this value, so t h at some deviation of the concen-
tration deuendence from second order will not have a lar ~Te 
effect. '.l:h e constants in colu::r'ln '± are plott ed. a g a i nst l/T in 
Fif. 7. 'J h<J ro.ean deviation froL1 the line is 15;:o . ,System-
atic errors are discussed below and in Part III. 0 .:\t 2b c 
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and a total concentration of O. 055 m/1. ( 997;; ni tr o p-en ), the 
rate constant is ( f3.3 :C l.3)xl04' sec-1, inte.rpolated from 
Fig. 7. 'l'he value given by Ri chards and Reid (LJ, ) at this 
~C' .ABL~ I The Rate .Constant f or t he Dissociation of N204 as 
a Function of 'I'emperature and Total Concentration. 
'l' k sec.-1 _emp. 
oc xio-4 
-20 • 346 
-20 .258 
-20 .303 
-15 1.10 
-15 .975 
-14 1.03 
-9 .'795 
-9 • 795 
-9 .ts75 
-7 • 836 
-6 .492 
-6 .400 
-5 .665 
-5 . 634 
- 4 1.45 
- 3 1. 36 
-3 1.13 
l 3.72 
2 4 .32 
2 3 . 42 
2 3. g :::; 
c.:; 
v 2."45 
7 2.62 
8 2.82 
10 2 . 94: 
11 4.21 
11 4.48 
17 3. ~-')~J: 
17 3.28 
26 8 059 
27 i-3. 76 
28 7.75 
28 10. 3 
Total Cone. 
m/l. xlO 2 
6.13 
6.13 
6.32 
26.2 
26.2 
26.7 
5.99 
5.99 
5 .99 
6 .04 
5. 1 8 
3.18 
3.14 
3.14 
5. 72 
5. )72 
5.86 
lb . O 
16.0 
lb.O 
16.0 
5 .92 
5.65 
5.65 
5.55 
5 .52 
5.52 
5.48 
5.48 
O. L14 
O. L}7 
5. 4:9 
5.49 
k at .055 m/1. 
sec. -1 x10-4 
.310 
.232 
.2b3 
• 729 
• 729 
.621 
• 761 
. f3 50 
.690 
1.16 
1.11 
1.39 
1.31 
1.06 
2.26 
2 .55 
2 . 75 
2 .91 
4 .1>3 
4.44 
3.35 
3.29 
9 .o9 
8 . 81 
7.75 
10.3 
terr.uerature and a total concentration of O. 036 m/l. (all 
N02 and N2o4 ) is (6.o .:t. 0.7)xl04 sec.-1. Tney found a smaller 
-lo-
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e ffect of total concentration than that suggested by the 
present work, but comparison is difficult because of the 
d ifferent efficiencies of nitro gen and N02 - N204 in h old-
ing up the first order rate constant. The activation 
energy from Pig. 7 is 11. 0 .:t:. 0. 6 kc a l/m over a 4 f3 ° tempera-
tur e range. Richards and Reid found an activat ion energy 
of 13. 9 :J:. 0. 9 k cal/m over a 30° t emperature range. Giauque 
and Kemp (lO) gi ve 1 3. l kcal/m for the erJ.B r g:y of d issociation. 
The dens i t y and temperature behind the shock front 
are very sensitive functions of the shock velocity. An 
error of 0.6~ in the measurement of the shock velocity 
. 0 
means an error of l. b in the calculated tempe r a t ure, and 
an error of 1 5~ in the rate constant. This is just the 
average deviati on from the straight line in F'ig. 7. It is 
believed that e. 6~o is the probable error in the velocity 
measurements, and that this is the princioal reason that 
the rate cons t :'lnts a r e re-producible to only 1 5%. The se 
errors should be random, and subject to averaging out. 
It is p ossible tha t the nitrogen - N2o4 mixture in 
the shock tube may sometimes have contained as much as 
1 or 2j0 of air. 'l'his could have no si r-:ni ficant effect on 
the ra t io of the specific heats, or on the mean molecular 
weight of the gas , and it seems very unlikely that a 
r eaction that g oes as f a st as the N2 0 4 dissociati on would 
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be gre a tly accelerated by a small amount of another inert 
gas, in addition to t he l arge excess of nitrogen. The 
presence of other im:r:mrities is thought to be unlike l y. 
This, and other sources of error, will be di scussed in 
more detail in Part Ill . As a r e sult of these considerations, 
it is thought that the absolute err or in constants obtained 
from the line in Fig. 7 i s not more than 15%. 
6. Summary of the Lindemrun .Uechanism of Unimolecular Heactions 
- ·------'-'- - -- - "··· - ·-·· - - -·-·-- ·--·---- - .. -..... ---·---·--·~---- -
A unimolecular reaction is the result of spontaneous 
de com<)osi ti on or rearrangement of single molecules. In 
general each quant um state o f a gi ven :molecule will have 
a different transition :;:irobability for this decomposition. 
'l'he r ate of the overal l reaction is then the sum of the 
rates at which each state reacts: 
( 8 ) 
b is a set of quantum numbers defining, the state of the 
molecule, NB is the numb er of rrolecules actually in that 
state, and kE i s the r ate of decomposition of that state. 
,Suppose that during the course of the reaction the various 
quantum states of the reacting molecules all remain e ffect-
ively in thermal equil i brium with one another. 'L'hi s will 
b e the case if the rates of transitions among the various 
states due to collisions are all much greater than the 
spontaneous decomposition rates kb. Then the number of 
molecules in a given state depends only on the t emperature 
and the tot al n '.imber of molecules. bach term in eouation ( 8 ) 
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will be proportional to the total number N. of molecules of 
the reacting species, and the first order rate constant for 
the unimolecular reaction, defined by 
( 9 ) 
will 
- !Al-:: k /jl 
tll 
really be independent of N. In arriving: 8.t equ a tions 
( 8 ) and ( 9), it has been considered that only molecules of 
the reacting species were present. 'l'hese equations hold 
equally vvell when an inert [!as is present. Collisions be-
tween molecules of the inert gas and those of t he reacting 
s peci es wil l tend to maintain the latter in their thermal 
equilibrium energy distribut i on. If the distribution of 
the reacting molecules amonp their quantum states is not 
one of equ i libri.um, the steady state concentration of each 
state is determined by the balance between processes such 
as colli sions feeding molecules into that state, and nro-
cesses such as colli sion and s nontaneous reRction de nlet ing 
the state. 
It is assumed, since there is no definite information 
to t h e contrary 9 that the trans l ti on probabi l :t t i es ki:!; d6-
pend only on the energ y of t h e state. Fur t her more, it is 
r easonable to assurn.e tha t a molecu le :must have a certain 
~inirru~ amount of energy, called t h e cr i t i c a l energy , before 
i t can react at a ll, that :ts, kJ:<., i s zero for all b < ~;0 • It 
will then be a pproximately all ri gh t to consider all mole-
cules :rl 1v inf energy belov~ this critical va l ue as beinfY i n 
,1_ si. n~ l e class , t h.at of normal rno lecules. .Jepending on t h e 
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d egree of approximat ion, the other molecules may be dis -
tinfuished according to their e n ergy, or a ll taken toge ther 
as ener'[ ized ::::olc cules . If t her e is no reaction , and therm:J_ l 
equ.ilibr iur:'!. is maintained by collisions , t he r a t e of col-
lisJ.ona.l cnert=r!z a tlon of norrr;ql :'.11olecu1 e s to t:t.e state n 
e qual s the rat e, a t lf·:hich :;::, rnolGcules are de-ene r gized by 
coll.islons . T/1 E. cr'L ti cal energy is ·usu ally mu ch higher 
t han therm!ll enereles , s o t hwt the ener g-i zed. molecule is 
i n a very -tmp:r• ob ab1 e state . It 1.~3 ex~-Je cted. theoretically 
and confirme d ex~erlmentally tha t nearly every co llision 
bG t ween an enerrized and a normal molecule results in two 
normal molecules. If a lar~e excess of iner t gas is pre-
sent, so that its concentration M is mu ch gre 2 ter t hr.:in N, 
the the total concent rat i on of the reacting spe cies, t he 
thermal equilibr i um rate of de-enereization of b molecules 
:Ls t :ne rate of collis ion betvFeE.n t.l:-rnse and inE.rt pas mole-
cules, ZJVJif -;:.i ( eq ), vifherE, Z is the k:tnetic theory collis i on 
-'-" 
numb er, and N..D ( eq) is the equ:i.librium concentr a tion of J:t.; 
molecules. 'This r a te of de- enerv:tzation must , by mi cro-
scopic reversibility , be the r a te of enerfization at equ l -
librium, and we assume that it is the r a te of ener p:i zation 
in any case. ':lhen equa t ing the rate of enerf;ization to 
the r a te of rE,moval of enerpized -·-r. ole;cu l es in t hs non-
equilibrium 
(10) NE' = 
s tedrlv st a te: 
i '/it /l/Ef~f) 
iM-t K& 
This l .• t -nn vnlu E:· of" y t s .. '-' <'O. hJ:i.; 0 be in g:0:neral . 
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·;Vhen collisions are so :Ln frequent ( when the total concen-
trat i on is so low ) that every Gnergized molecule has time 
to r e '3.ct spontaneously, t h e over-all rate of re A. ction is 
the r a te of ener@·ization, a secon~l orde r nrocess. r11hus 
the rate c an change with tot a l concentration ( which may 
include i n ert p:as) from first order to second orcler a l though 
t h e basic unimolecular mechanism i s the sameo 
'fhe va r i ous t he or ie s of uni:co l ecul a r reactions 
di ffer• i n t h e for ~rn ch osen for the functi on a l dependence 
of k.r.:; a nd i\J ~(e q ) on c;nerg·,v- . I t i s t o be expected t ha t kn 
will i n cre ase strong l y wi t h ener gy, s i nc e t h e more energy 
the :ruole cule h a s, the e a sier i t i s for a e::t v en a '.nou n t "~O 
t o Ed t i nt o the b ond to b e broken. 'lhE Cl 8.S i3i CRl forms 
wi ll t :c e ::t t ..:!.. a s a con t i nuous v ar iable, wJ::dch s t ou ld b e 
f air l y f'.iO O,.J. fo r ~:".o l e cul e s P i th "" l s. r c e amount of vi.b r a tional 
cnerpy . :J or~ e t h e o r i e s vdl l f ind t h e r a t e const8.n t a s a 
a v er a r i n f t h e nr odu c t ~~r~ a · i s lm ilt e d by e ~1at t ons ( 
an.0 t a ' \ v / 0 \:or r e f e-r EncE: i n f11t u r e- dls cus s i.on j t h e b8. s is 
ato~i c mol(cul e as a sys tem o f s ~ e akly coupled h a r moni c 
o s c i ll ~t ors( ll ) . The cl asst c a l r~sult s 
kc- =A (e~e-Js-1 
k()() = A e x,o/- EYR r) 
(11 ) 
f or thi s mod6l a r e: 
E s-i exp/- E/!:?7 ) 
(.s- ') .' ( R7) .s 
(12 ) 
(1 3 ) k~ :: Z M er.pf $/-R 7) [ff; )s[/:,)! + ( {; ):;7-;:1-)! 
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.in 1' IY) 1° Ch M l S 
·' -·· - .. """O _ ._ th e 8.nd )" the total con-
centr R.t i ono I f no .s ~Jlf le: mole cular s (:)G c ic s i s in gref:t t 
ex c<::,ss, an 8.ver age 2 must be us ed , both her e and :i_n e q_1Ja-
t i on (1 0 ). k cti and k1 are ftrst order rate constants at 
t he h it•.h and low concE;n t rati on l i1 .its, r e s pectively o A is 
of t he order of vibr a t:Lona l frequencies, being the fre-
quency of the aver ag6 fluctu a. tions of enerey among t he 
oscillators . 'l'he ex-oression for the rate constan t at ~nter-
mediate values of If'. C8.n not be integrated . Fowever, i f 
ins tead of equation (11), is be assumed tha t all t he k, -. 
JC, 
have the const ant valu e B, one can easily obtai n 
(l ~) _5~ - I+ J_ kM - ZM 
viher e k1w i s t tie a rn;arent flrst order rr•te constant at 
the tot a l concn1trat i on IJJ . }3 is exnected to be much small-
er than A, since -1. t r eDr esents the rate at which a lar f e 
ai'nount of ene r g;.: accur:;u l ates in one bond, rath er than 
the frequency of the average energy fluctu ations o 
lf the oscill a tors in the model whose classical treat-
ment e:ives equa tions (11),(12),(13) , are considered to be 
quantized} the result for th6 high concentr a tion rate is 
the same. The results for intermediate and low concentrations 
are analogous t o the classical results, but not so e::i.sily 
useful. 
·,JJhe:n these theories are compared vvi. th experiment, it 
is usually found t hat t he best f:i_t is obtalned when the 
numbe r of oscill a tors s is taken to be considerably less 
than the ac tual number of vibrations :i.n t he rrolecule. '.1.1h is 
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is because some oscillators will have smaller efficiency 
th ,1n others in exchanging energy wi th the bond t,o bE: broken, 
and becc:mse the vibrations may not all be excited, even 
in the energized molecule. ~ice (l2) ,( 13 ),(14), has sug-
gested taking this latter factor into account by calculat-
lng the temperature Ten at which the average energy of all 
t he molecules equals t hat of the enBrgized molecules at the 
temperature of the reaction. r.rhe effective s vvould then 
be s' ::: E/ RTen where ~ is the average energy of the enervized 
molecules. 
J:c,yring 1 s stat istical theory a-00lied to a unimolecular 
dissociation gives 
zM 15.{v,,.. 
( 15 ) k = 1c "7J, + .z A1 n /") 
K ti= is an equ:tlibrium const ant between activated and normal 
molerrules.* An activated mole cule is an energized molecule 
which has the required amount o f energy E0 in the bond to 
be broken. 'I'he k:r;; introduced above is t he r ate at which 
energized molecules attain this energy configuration char-
acteristic of ac t ivated molecules. Activated molecules are 
assumed to decompose in a time of the order of a vibrHtional 
period. Bquation (15 ) is considered to glve the rste 
constant as a product of an average rate of de compo~ition 
of activated molecules, kT/h, corres~::ionding to the quanti-
ty A introduced ab ove, and an F.LVerage concentration of 
-l:- ' I -J{ 'f d t t . th t. t • f t • f rovvever, ,~ oes no con ain __ e 'J>-tr i ion unc ion or 
transl~tion of the activated rro lecule along the "reaction 
co-or l"iina te n . 
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a ctivated molecules, derived from the equilibrium con-
stant. 
'l'he only real advance in the theory of unimolecular 
reactions in the past 20 years is the recent work of N.B. 
Slater(l5). Be considers a polyatomic molecule as a system 
of s non-interacting normal modes, and ca lculates the fre-
quency with which their contributions to a particular 
bond length get sufficiently into phase to gi ve that bond 
the critical energy. This rate constant is then averaged 
ov6r molecules of all energies to give the total rate con-
stant. 'l'he tre atment has only been aD-;;lied to t he high 
concentration c _;.s e, where it gi ves the sarne r'esult as equa-
tion 12. I ts most im~ortant contribut i on is th~t it gives 
an explicit expre s sion for the rate of the averafe energy 
fluctuations (A of eouation 12 ) in terms of' the ma sses and 
force cons tants in t h e molecule, or Rlternatively as an 
average of the freque n cies of the normal modes . 
7. 1:11~ Sig:~~~f.i_~-~E~~- of t~~ A~_!-~_yat ion ~~ergy. 
'.: ore impor t an t than t he nw.nc::rical value of a rat e 
constant are its a ctivat i on energy, pre-exponential fact or, 
and concentrntion depend ence, for it is thEsE ~hat f tve 
informa tion about the Dhysical ;1nd chec--tc .;;_ l ~:wocesses t s-1:- inp. 
In 8.n y dtscusslon of ro1.ctivat:i.on enerr,;r, four quan-
tities n~st be dlstinGuished . 
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of a plot of the logarithm of the experiJr1ental rate constant 
against reciprocal temperature. (2) The theoretical acti-
vation energy is correspondingly obtained by differentiation 
of a particular theoretical expression for the rate constant. 
(3) r.rhe critical energy is the r·linLTJum amount of energy 
which a molecule must have before it can decomnose. (4) The 
therFodynarn.ic AE of the activation Drocess. ·11vhen nthe ac t i-
vat ion energy 11 is mentioned without further qualification, 
the result of Derfect experh1ent s , or of a correct theo-
retical calculation of the temDerature coefficient of the 
rate is mBant. If concentration rather than nressure units 
ar e always used, t:i.1ese energy quantities correspond to the 
internal energy, not the enthaloy, of thermodynwolics. 
Accordin~ to the principle of microscopic revers-
ibility, the forward and reverse reactions in an equilib-
rium system must go through the same activated molecules. 
Hence the difference between the A~ of activation for the 
forv-1ard and. reverse reactions nust be the over-all energy 
of reaction. F'urthermo1·e, since the concentration equilib-
rium c ons t ant is the ratio of concentration rate const ants, 
the difference between forwar d and reverse activation 
energies must equal the energy of reaction. As wil l be 
seen below, the enerf'Y of activc1tion rnay not always equal 
the AE of activation . 
It is often assumed that the recombination of simple 
r adicals requires no activation energy, so that the qctiva-
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tion Energy of the corresponding disso ci a tion is the over-
all ensrgy of cUssoci 1Jtion. 'Jj_1is asswr·otion will bs dis-
cussed later. 
Tolman (l6) has shown by general statistical rr echanical 
arguments that the activation energy of a homogene ous gas 
reaction is always given b y 
(lb) E =£-ff + o(r:<. r) 
:: 
~ is an average energy of the reacting molecu le s, or an 
aver 1r e energy of reactions, defined bv 
= (l?) £= 
where R.12; i.s the rate of reaction of molecules having energy 
~. ~ is the concentration average energy of all the ITole-
cules, 
( 18 ) E = ~ Ii{ E 
The reaction averag e (l?) is equ a l to the concentration 
average e nergy of the a ctivated mo le cules, 
(19) E :t: == 
if, in the unimolecuL1r case, 'Nhe re li.LJ = k1.,l'1r.;, 
( 20) kE : A p~ 
k . hF:.s the form 
12.i 
in which 1 is independent of energy and PI'.. is the probabil-
ity that 2n energized mole cul e is in t he activa te d state. 
The thermodynamic .Al.!: of activation is the difference between 
the averages of equations ( 19) and ( 18). 'Ihe additional 
term in eo_uation ( 1 6), of the order of WE', is strictly 
zero for a un:L:colecular reaction at its first order limit. 
At lower total concentr ~tions, it aoproaches ~R~, since the 
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rate is determined by the collisional a ct i vation proces s. 
'Lhere is a no ther, more important effect as the concentration 
d ecreases. Since energized molecules having anpreci ably 
more th2n t h e critical energy r eact much faster than those 
having just the critical energy, t h e concentration of the 
former will be r elatively decreas ed, and so ";;: a nd nence 
the activation ene r gy will d ecr eas e. 
~he activation energy obtained by logarithmic differ-
entiation of a particular theoretical rate constant will 
natur;:;_lly depend on the model and ap1)roximations us ed in 
that theory . The or edi ct:tons of several theories will be 
pre sented now. 
'~ . .L, e .Slater theory, t he classical theory of equation 
12 , and its quantum mechanical an:1lop:, all g:t ve the same 
for r.·: for the rate con.stan t at the first order limi t, and 
all agree that the activation ener gy s h ould be the crit i cal 
energy . By differentiation of equat ion ( 15), thE h ig,:..ei con-
centration activation energy predi c t ed b y t h e L; ring the ory 
is 
.,,,, 
( 21 ) £""= L}..E -1 RT +RT 
where the sscond term. on the right i s due to the fact that 
?:. " in equation ( 15 ; is not thE, true equ:tlibri..wr: constant 
(see the f ootnote, p . 24) . A h f' is the ther;nody nami c energy 
o f activation. Us t n g t he classical model, equation (11), 
in equ a tion (16 ) g:i. ves 
( 22) E00 : £ + ( s '- s ")RT 
" 
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where emp irical evaluation of the eff ec ti ve nmnber of 
oscillCJ .. tors, as suggested by Rice, has be<Sn allowed for by 
distinguishing the s values o f the nornta l and energized. 
mole cul es by 11 a::id. 1 respectively. '.L'he term s '•1 can be 
calcula.ted statistically ( s '1RT can be looked up in tables). 
In general, s 1 will be greater than s 11 , since j_n the ener-
gized molecules energy transfer a mong the vibrations will 
be easier, and more vibrations will be excited than in 
n'::lrmal rnolecules. F or the dissociation of N2 04:, the 
critical energy is to be identified wtth the energv of 
dissociation at 0 ° K, wh ich is given by l+iauque and 1z:e111p( 10) 
as 12. 875 kcal/m. 'I'he consensus of the theories, then, is 
that the activation energy for the decomposition at the 
first order limit should be at least this value. 
F'rom e qu a ti on ( 13), the classical theory g ives as 
t h e activation ener ~y at the second order limit 
( 
<) ';:, \ Gv) E_,_" ~ - (s- ~)RT 
1he ~yring theory gives in this limit 
(~ LJ: ) ~:= DE1"" 
0redicting a cha.nge of only ~HT' fron: t he h i gh to the low 
concentration limit. ~he fact that this chan~e is so small 
is due to the fact that this theory does not take into 
account the decrease in ~nergy of the reactin~ molecules 
as the concentration is de creased. According to Tolman 1 s 
result, equation (16), t h e second order activation energy 
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is ;: - ~  + :~·W11 • It is reasonable to assume that the energized 
molecules have the average amount of rotational and trans-
l a tlonal energy. 3ince the relative ener gy along the line 
of centers of two molecules which have at least the energy 
b 0 in that direction is L 0 .r H'l', it seems reasonable to as-
sume that ~ ::: :t<.,0 + i:tT ? lus 3Wl' for ro tation and translation. 
'li1e result is, for the low concentra tion limit activation 
energy, 
(25) Eo = £ + l RI- s" RT 
-< " ;z. 
For N204 the data of reference ( l 7) pl ve s HRT = ?, • 8H1' gt 29 r'° K, 
so that e quation ( 25) predicts Rn activation ener gy of 
12.l ~{C8.l/m . .;::.quation ( 23 ) g :i.ves for s = 3, 1:, -= 1 2 .1, for 
s = 4, 11.5, and for s ::. 5, 10.SJ kcal/m. 'l'he a ctivation 
energy nredic te d for the hifll concentr a tlon 1 h :Ji t was ~ 12. 8. 
'i'trn experimental result obLti_ned in the orcsent work is 
11. 0 :J: O. 6 kca l/m. a.t a tot a l concentration of :i.bout C. OSE1 
n/l, and over ths temperature range -20 " C to 27 "C. '.:.his 
result is consistent with a unimolecular d6composition near 
its low concentration lir it at 0 o \Job r,/1. anJ_ char tcteriz ed 
by 4 or 5 effective oscillators. ~his picture is a lso 
s uggested b y the concentrRtion dependence of thL rate, to 
be d iscussed in section 8. 
The fact that the 1ctivation ener gy ls less than the 
d issocia tion energy( 1 3 k cal/m.) means th < t the ,:ccti V8.tion 
energy for the association of two N0 2 molecules is nega tive 
u ndt: r t~1e ab ove cond itions. Thi s is explained by the fact 
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that the energized molecules ( which are involved in both 
the forwqrd and the reverse reactions) are not in thermal 
eauilibrium in the low concentration region (as long as 
there is a flnite departure from chemical equilibrium). On 
the average they h8.V6 less energy than they would have at 
thermal equilibrium, so t h at only relatively cold N0 2 mole-
cules can associate to form these energized molecules. The 
concentration of these cold N02 molecules will decrease, 
and so will the rate of association, as the temperature 
increases. 
8. J euendence of the rlate on Total Concentration. 
- -·'---·--...-.-- - -- -- -· -- - ---· - ·- · _.... ..... ----. -~. ------~- -...0-. ...... - -- ---- ·· 
The d at a that nave been obtained are shown in Fig. 6, 
page 16, a s a plot of log k at 29 8 . K a gainst J.o g of total con-
centration. rrhe slop e of this curve should approach 1 at the 
low concentration (second order) limit, and 0 at the high con-
centration (first order) limit. The slope in the re gion of 
0.05 ;r/l. is 0.9, indicating that here the reB.ction is ne P. r-
ly se c ond order. On the b a sis of this curve it is e stimated 
that the li~it ing low concentr a tion r ate cons tant is l.6xl06 
1 mole-1 sec.-1 corresponding to an apparent first order rate 
constant of 6.4xlo4 sec.-1 at 0.0 '~ m/1. 'J'he second order 
constant may be expressed as k; ~ 2.ox1014 exp( - 11000/RT) 
1 mole-1 sec. - 1. The apo arent first order rate const ant 
calculated from e qua t:ion ( 13), using s ~ 5, :t, 0 ::: 12. 9 k c a l/m. , 
I : :::o 0.04 m/1., a nd collision diameters 3.1 and 5.3 A for 
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nitrog:en and N2o4 is 2.4xlo4 sec. -1, in f .:J.ir agre e;r ent 
with the experiEent a l va lu E 6.4xlc4 sec.-1. 
Johnston( 1 ~3 ) has developed a method by which the high 
concentration rate constant for a unimolecular reaction 
can be estimated from data taken only at the low concen-
tration liffi it. The second order rate constant in the low 
concentration region is Dlotted against total concentration 
( Fif . 8). Then, according to Johnston, the ;_J. igh concentra-
tion limi t of the first order constant is greater than or 
equal to the squ 2re of the low concentration limit of the 
second order const ant, divi ded by the slope of thi s plot 
(which should be a straight line at low enough tot a l concen-
trations). By comparison with t h e r esults in thE case of 
unimolecular reactions which have b een studied experimentally 
C:.L t both li::, its, it is po ss i ble to guess t ho. t t he high con-
centr :.1-tion rate const;::mt will ex ceed t n e lower b ound s et 
for it by about a f a ctor of 3 . 'JJ1is pives k~= 3xl0° s ec.- 1 , 
or lxlo16 exp ( 13000/ H'J'), assuming Urn t the high concentra-
t ton activa tion energy is the c~ergy of 1is 2oc tat ion. 
'l'he nre- expone;iti 8. l fR. c tor i.n 1_:i u nLn.o l e cular re a ction 
is t ypically iol3 to iol4, so tha t the um1su ally larpe value 
iolo found her e re~1ires sp~cla l exulanation. It may be 
under stood in terms of the ~yrinp t h eory and t he entropy 
of act1.vationo 
:t1 r om. equ a tion ( 1 5) , t he pre-exponent ial f a ctor in 
t h0 hi g:J concentration rate constant is Q is tbe 
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·"' ~ i s t he partition 
function for the activa ted :molecule , apHr t from. the :.J - 3.~ 
stretch i ng v i brA.tion, which is lncluded in the ·· ::'l/ h ter1!1. 
At roo:m. tern:o.sr .3. ture, k'.L'/ h is 6x1012 sec. -1. 'f ·1 -·~ C_ 08 s not 
contain the fact or ~xp (-~0/d~). I:n. ,.,h a t follo ws, it is 
, t · · 1 i · . ·"'" / · , ·' · . •~ - l ··1 ·, r ~ s.no1\·D ~ -·u. ·c re s.s ona) e £".U6 s s es give a ·.,;, ::J, ,v~-i i c, e xp .. - __ .. l;:, 
ti10 lllt)l 1.:;re -ex...:ionGntial l'a c tor. 
~~ 04 in the solid ~Rs q pl anar structur e( ?~ ), 0n~ thi s 
~111 be assumed fo r ths fqs too , in view of the stron[ 
"" , ,.~ c' •··'1.C c· r 1 °. I ,,..: ·0 +- r- ·., "' · ·-.-'° O c r 0 ··1ri ,, 1..J \I ' · . '-J _ \ _._ \ I l...J~. < , l1 ,,; ·-•'- _I ' 2 ( \ __ .,,._"I are not free to rotate ·:i.o ou t 
to ,s tlm~ t e the~-~ ~on~ l~nf th tn the ~ ctiv1te~ rnol0 cule 
fr om a 1~r se fun ction defined b y the di ss oci 8tion e ne rFY ~0 , 
and th<:; er~u il lbriurn frc~qucn c;.' anu. ir1tE:,rnucle:i. r \.iistance of 
t ht s v l.britlon . 
A (Lef'. ~2S:) to 3 .1 A. ·usl n p th·i_~:; to c a lcuhd ;e the I", tio 
of the moc:Jents o:l i:nertta or Rctlv ".. tc d qnd norm.a l rnolecule s 
abon t an axis -~H·:r~)enc'J. lcul :r to t ht. 'J-i'. axis, and c a lc1i lat-
tnp t he mo~ent o f ln( r t!a ~bou t th l 3 axi s fr om th ~ d at R of 
,\~ f. ?· , the r ati o of t he clRss tcal rot a t i ona l ryar t i tion 
functtons, 1_ncl•..:ui 1Jl£· frcf. rot ;.0, tion for t.rJc r>, ct .Lv P.teL".; r:1 olE-.-
function for the, torsional v i bration about the H-N bond 
in the norr:ial ··nolecule is expected to be near uni t y . There 
remai n to b 0 cons idered only the b endin~ vi bra tions of 
the X- N bond, since the other vibrations in the, molecu le 
will not contribute much to the 'J artit :ton function, a nd 
tll.cse contributions fro< a ctiva te d a nd n ormal :v olccul es 
wi ll tend to c a n ce L The bE:nd:Lnf freo~uenci es will no t con-
tr ibut e much to the par t iti on funct i on of the normal r ole-
cule a t room t Err.]Jc (· a t u re, since most of t hem have e n ergies 
appr e c:h.bly greater t han k 'l'. In the a ct i vated mole cu.l e , 
on the other han d , these v i br a t i ons wi ll be looser and of 
lower energy, be c ause of the gre <ter H- N bond leng t h. Fre-
qUE=mcies of' approximately 100 c ::" . -1 f or t h ese four vibrations 
would raise the total partition funct i on r a tio to 103, and 
henc e account for a ure-exnonential f a ctor of io1 b . 
Sla t er 1 s the ory of un:l 1n.ol e cu lar r eact i ons ( 15) can 
not explain a p re-exponential factor larper t han t ht l a rpest 
vibrational frequenc y in t he molecule, wld ch is 5xlol3 sec. -l 
Combining the rate of reco1--bina tion o f me thyl r adica ls 
(
nr \ GO) with the e quilibrium constant for the d issoci a tion of 
e t hane to me t hyl radicals(2b) gi v 6 s a ore-exoonential f a ctor 
of' l.5xlol5 fo r t he unimolecula r di ssoc iation of ethane into 
mc;thyl r ,1 di c a ls. 'filis may bE~ explained in the same way as 
the N2 04 value. ~he f a ct that it i s smaller than th6 l a tter 
may be due to the s 1'?'"aller !"i OFtent of i nertia of the P1e t hy l 
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radical about its three fold axis, which would reduce the 
entropy of the activated molecule relative to the case of 
The rate constant in equation (9) is an average, in 
the sense that it is a sum over energy of the rates at 
which molecules of a particular energy are reacting, divided 
by the tot al number of molecules considered to be react ing. 
If a ccount i s taken of the fact that all kE are zero unless 
..t:; > E0 , one may calculate in the same way an average rate 
constant for the decomposition of energized. molecules: 
( 2b) k ::: L /<E !Ve 'f N :::. A (S-').t ( RT)s-t 
E 0~ t: Eo 
which has been evaluated using equation ( 11 ), and hence 
holds strictly only in the high concentration limit. It 
is to be expected that the rate constant will fall off when 
the frequency of collisions becomes less than this average 
rate. Th e location of the transition range should be given 
a Dproxirn ate l y by 
(27) M = k; / /2 
According to the clas s ical theory , the quantity A is the 
pre-exuonential factor in the high concentration rate con-
stant. Usin~ this, one finds that the region of transition 
should lie at 24: m/l. (s .z= 4) while for s ::: 5 it is at 4 m/1. 
'I'he same collision diameters were used in this calcul a tion 
as on page 31. Actually, it is more reasonable to take A as 
1013 or 1014, since the entropy factor should not greatly 
affect the lifetime of an energized molecule. Taking A as 
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iol4 reduces the transition concentrati on by a factor of 
lCO, gi vinp:: 0. 24 m/L for s ::::: 4. 
Whenever an equilibrium constant and the correspond-
ing rate constant in one direction are known, the rate of 
the reaction in the other direction can be found. 'l'hus the 
rate constant for the bimolecular association of N02 mo l e-
cul es is calculated as 5.2xl 08 1 mole-1 sec.- 1 at 298° K. 
This corresponds to a steric factor of about 6xl o-3, using 
as the collision diameter for N02 the value for C02, 1±. 2 A. 
Thi s fairly low nrobability of a ssociation is exolained by 
the fact that there is a considerable entropy decrease in 
this process, due to the ankylosis of two translational 
and four rotational degrees of freedom of the two N02 mole-
cules ·when they combine to form the activated I'-T204 molecule. 
If i t were not for the free rotation about t h e :N - N bond in 
the the a ctivated molecule, the entropy decrease on s ssoci -
a t i on woul d be even greater. If recombination took n l ace 
on every collision, the corresponding dissociation would 
be much too fast for the present ap]Jaratus to follow. 
In summary it may be said that the dissociation of 
N2o4 in dilute mixture with nitrogen , has, at a total 
gas concentrat ion of 0.055 m/1., an activation energy to 
be expected for a unimolecular reaction near it s l ow con-
centr a t ion (se cond orde r ) lirni t. '11he dependence of the first 
order rate constants on total concentration in this rang e 
supiJorts this , a nd there is an indication that the r 0J. te 
approach es first order behavior a t higher concentrations. 
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~he activation energy and the value of the rate constant at 
the low concentration limit are consistent with the classi-
cal theory of unimolecular reactions, with 5 effective 
oscillators. 
Hi chards and He id(4) found an activation energy and 
pressure dependence much l"Ore typical of a first order 
reaction, even at concentrat1ons below 0.04 m/L Some of 
this discrepancy may be due to the fact t ha t they used pure 
1\ 02 - N2 04, wb.ich is :orobaoly :.wre effective than nitrogen 
in ~aintaining the thermal equiltbriu~ concentration of 
energized molecules. 'This would of course extend the 
first order behavtor of the reaction to lower tot al con-
centrations. 
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1. -9.P~!a_!J::on of th~ ~ho~k .!:'~£~ 
The principles and operation of the apo aratus have 
been described in a general way in Part II. A more thor-
ough description of the physical set u p will now be given. 
':Che shock tube was of the type frequently used in 
hydrodynamic investigations(8),(9). b ach window was fitted 
into a carefully machined seat so that the inner surfaces 
of quartz and steel were flush. 0-rings here and in the 
flanges joining sections of the tube made the a-oparatus 
vacuum and ·pressure tip-ht. ':L'he dia"9hragm could be burst 
at a definite oressure by orickin g it with a needle r oving 
on the end of a shaft which vms sealed through the side 
of the tube with another 0-ring. A screen just down-
stream frorn the needle assembly served to catch the larp:er 
nieces of the burst diaohragn., Jreventing them from fly-
ing dovm the tube. Diaphra@:ms are required that will not 
burst s pont aneously at the desired ore ssure difference 
between sections A and B, Pig. 3, but will b e sufficiently 
strained at that oressure so as to burst catastro~hically 
when ori eked. Most of the runs were m~1_ de with the p;as in 
B a t one atmosphere, and a bursting pressure ratio of 2. 
The l amina ted Cellonhane (zi p t ape) of the Dobeck~ :iun 
Comoany was found most satisfactory for the requirea 15 p.s.i. 
pressure difference. It VH_s used in double thickness. F'or 
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pressure differences of 30 or 40 p.s.i. a s ingle thick-
ness of Visking. sausage cas ing was satisfactory. 
In the hi gh pressure chamber, Linde Pure Dr ;v nitrogen 
was used. '11he N02 which was used in the low pressure 
section wa s tak6n from a 0 atheson c y linder, and nassed 
through P2o5 . 'l.his ga s invar:i..ably f;:3.Ve a green liquid 
on condensation. 'l'his was allowed to stand in the pr es-
ence of dry oxygen until all trace of the green color 
had disap peared and the ~aterial on freezing gave a pure 
white solid. '1·he :'.\f 02 thus purified was used to fill a 
small cow~nercial oxyp.en cylinder (which had been carefuly 
cleaned and out gassed) to a nressure of about one hal f 
an atmos-ohere. ·L)ry nitrogen was then run in to d ilute 
t he N02 to a concentr a tion of about l )o . Usually a full 
day was a llowed for the two gase s to diffuse into one 
another in tbe cylinder. 
The mixture so obtained was analysed as follows. 
A 1 liter vessel with a narrow neck was filled with the fas 
~ ixtur6 to a oressure of 1 atDosnhere. r n en 2 5 ml. of 
standard base was added and the vessel capped until a ll 
the N0 2 h '1d been absorbed, as judf-ed b y t he d isaDne arance 
of its color . The excess b a se was then titrat sd with 
standard acid. Results obtained in this way were repro-
ducib le to 2 ?b , wh:Lch was good enough . 
'?ti e g ases wer e aclrr;i tted. t o the shock tube through 
copper tublni, on which the dry N0 2 - nitropen mixture 
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seemed to have little effect. ~here were inevitably 
small a ir leaks in the system. Oxygen from this source 
would certainly oxidize 8.ny NO form.ea by rea ction of N02 
with the copper. It is hard to see how a few mm. of air 
(nerhaps i 'l'F-1 • of oxyfen) could significantly effe ct the 
rate of dissociation of N204 Rlready mixed with a hundred 
fold excess of nitrogen. :'.\_ re ·:1 ction which goes so fast 
is h'lrdl y likely to be sub.j e ct to marked cR.talyti c e f f(,cts. 
Pressures, othe r U:un atmospher i c, in t he low pressure 
section were measure d with a mercury mi nometer. The 
mercury 1Nas slowly a ttacked by the gas, but since 1 mm. 
accuracy was suffici e nt, the method was satisfactory . 
Pressures on the high pressure side were measured on ~,_ 
f"i a rshalltown Permagage , whi ch was protected from the sudden 
chanr::e in Dressure resultinp~ from the burstinp.: of the dia-
1)hragm by a l e n g th of capillary bore CODDBr tubinp:. Burst-
ing oressures and shock velocit i es were reproducible to 
l~s or better. 
·1J:1e dissociation of N2o4 at temperatures ab ove 30 ·c 
is too fast to be measured conveniently i n t h e p res< ,n t 
app1r"1_tus. In order to study the reaction over a ranpe of 
t emper· a ture, the shock tube had to be co oled. 1~1 ' our lengths 
of conner tubing were soldered lengthwise to the lo~ pressure 
section. A centrifugal pump circulated alcohol (or tri-
chloroe t.hylene, for t i1e lowest temp6ra tures) through t hese , 
and through a coi l immersed in a trichloroethylene - dry :ice 
• +-1'.!J l X c.. Ur e . In thi s way the tube could be cooled to tern-
perstures as low as -35° C, wi t h a dry ice expenditure of 
about 5· lb. per 11 our. ~L'he temoera ture was read fro v:-· two 
copper-constantan thermocouples placed near the observing 
windows. The t hermocouoles were calibr a te d apa inst a 
J\ational Bur e au of Standard s calibrat sd thermome ter. 'l'!'."1 e 
temperature could be approximately re gulated by control ling 
the speed of the centrifugal pump. 
?1hen the shock wave passer"' tb.e first window, it was 
detected b~y a schlieren optical system and photomultiplier. 
Light fr om a :;ifestern Union zirconiur.~. arc lari p (effectively 
a point source) was collimated by a 1 mm. slit P.nd passed 
through the tube at the first window. On the other side 
it was nearly cut off by a knife edge . \fuen the shock 
f ," ont intersected t h e l igbt beam, t he light was r·efracted 
into the shock, away from t h e knife edge, so t hat t h ere ~ a s 
a sh~rp increase in li pht intensity r e aching t h e ohoto-
~ultiplier. TI1is sudden s ign8 1 set otaer electronic 
c ir cuits in action, and located the shoc1f at t he f'i_rs t 
window. 
~ wo Gener ol ~lectric a . c. mercurv arcs (type AH4 ) 
were t h e sou rces of t he light whose absorDtion by t.t:ie i·,0 2 
formed in the reaction was d lrectly observed b y t he photo -
ultiDlier "> t t he S(::cond 1r.rindow. In order to pet su ffi c ient 
tnt ens l ty, comr:er c ial a . c. a.re s had to be us e rj_ , anr'i 1-n 
orrls r to ::iar tially e li··;:. i nat e t h e 120 cy cle -~ odulati.on in 
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t l':1 e l ight from such a source, two arcs were run 9 J • out 
of nhB.se. 'l.his was accor' <':Jlishec~- by running each arc be-
t ween pround and one of the leads of t he three ohas e oower 
l ine. Li[h t from the t 'w sources was co ·b:tne J wi th a half 
silvered 11irror. ,ci.s it traverse:.· t h e shoe\:: tube , it passed 
through 1 rm ri . slits on ei t hE-r slde, .?.nd t h rou&):1 .s. sm.all 
and 4358 A for t::-i0 ':Jr10tomul ti olier . i.e 120 cycl ~ corn-
Jonent in t bE; resulti :'.iv l 1. f_?'lJ t ·:.as :1bout 15 • ·: . 1 1~_.c:i 1:-as not 
objectionable, since t he ttme of obse:r'vat:ton wr:is _lc:, :J:'s 
~uch s~orter th~n t h e 00 ri~d of t his v qriation. or a 
~arr~wer slits tf l!pht sourcBs of sufficient intenstty 
2 . 'l:o.6 ~,l<:,ctrontc ~nstrunentation. 
1t.C. A. 1 P2·' photo:rr:ultipli e: rs vverc used :tn Lie schlle-
rE.,;:-1 tr lgecr s yste ·YJ. and 8.t t r.:.E:. observa tion wind o w. 
were operqted at 50 to l OC volts ner stave ~lth a con-
In typical operation 
t~E volt aec ~: as lncr c~sEd untll t hs ,hotocurrEnts reached 
l CC µ. 8 .. vrltn the f-3.s c ixturE. in t he shoc lc tubE. and t he 
schlteren 1-'LCJ.t bean: al·'. ;! ost cut off b ;.' t r;~ kn:t fe c d[l E. 
lOC fi a. is t he maximum cur!'ent th 1.t cR.n bs :lrawn from 
the tubes without fat:L,ITTling themo 
The si[Jnal from ths schlieren photomultiplier was 
aF~lified by a 6AK5 pentode and t he n used to trifper a 
t "'""r atY'o ,,., ( ') ')') 1) .!.!. !. / - J.J.. t. .J .t. ~., 0 'i.1h is eave a lbCv. pulse vihich vms used 
to trif t2 8l' t he oscilloscope and U1e external de la-'! circuit 
which Wf-l.s used to ~:neasure thE:; shock vcloci ty. 
'Il1e uni vibrator del~.y circuit K (in Fip:. 3 ) has 
be e~l des er lbed els ew~1.ere ( 19) . I ts reproducibility was 
somei.n!l1.a t i..rn:_oroved bv 'JU t ting two ger~-,1anlmn diodes in L·.Le 
in-out to filter out irreg-ulR.ri ties in the ou t -out of t he 
tb~ rqtron. ~he delay was c alibrate b y displayinf its 
input and delayed output on the oscillosco:')e, \Vttl:1 time 
r.:iarks fr or: a 100 1{ C. oscillator superi·nposeci. :1 c alibration 
to 2 J< sec. (out of about 3C0 }( sec.) could be obtained in 
this way. 'Jhe varlation a r'long vqrious calibrn tions of 
the s &-'"'e dela;,i on t he same dg_y wei·E neve :c' more t han ~2 X. si::c. 
One of the problems ~hlch ~rust be ~et in orde r to get rrore 
accurate det ~~ninations of the shock velocity is the need 
for a better delay caltbration. 
'J:· __ e t -:t:mc mark generator was a 10(.l kc. quart z crys tal 
os cil:La tor. 'l'he crystal and t he circuit in whi ch l t vrns 
use d were obtained fro ·,.., · oni t or Piezo Products Co. r;-·1 •1.D.8 
oscillator vms calibrated a~rninst a fre qtlency rr eter which 
had 1 ts elf be cm cal lbr a tsd af::=tlns t 3ta ti on V•i'.·iV. It w,:;.s 
found to be lO C' k c . to w:i_ thln t he C. 5> accuracy required. 
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'I'he output of thf' oscillqtor was put in throufh the ttme 
mark terminal at the rear of the oscilloscope, so as not 
to interfere wi th the other circuits. 
The delay circuit K (Fig. 3) was isol~ted from 
the Dhotoelectric signal by a frequency co'nDensated 
attenuator. 
~he d.c. coupling of the oscilloscope was used, and 
only single trigger0d sweeps were photographed. The mag-
nified sweep feature of the oscilloscope was used as an 
internal delay circuit. ~~·he sie:nal fro:.,,.~ the schlieren 
circuit tri p:p,ered a slow swe e9 when the shoc"k front passed 
the first window. Thls does not actually ap0ear on the 
cathode ray tub e face, but any 20~ of its leng th can be 
select ed for observation, and the writing rate is auto-
matically increased by a fg_ctor of 5 so th.9. t t his Dart 
of t he swe ep covers t he whole tube face. 'lti.c instrument 
was adjusted so that the magnified sweep, usually writing 
at 10 )( sec. per cm., aDpeare d on the screu1 just before t he 
s h ock re 1ched the obs crvin~ window. lne ex ternal delay 
circuit, which was also triggered by the schlier0n "9ulse, 
vvas used to -m t a sharp 11 pip n on thE trace 5ust after 
it started. 'l'his, coming at a known time after the shock 
passed the first window, served to determi ne the position 
of the mapnified sweeu in time relRtive to that e vent. 
Just af ter this si pn~ l from the external delay, t h e shock 
front reached the observ t n 7 wi ndow and the chanFing 
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µho tocurrent was dis nlayed on the trace. 
'I'he oscilloscone ·was adjusted so that. th e l evel 
of t he sweep correspondinf to zero light intensity was 
near the top of the tubs face, while for 100 ,it< a. of Di1oto-
current it was near t he bot tom. 'l'he tr ,l. ce rises toward 
the center of t he tubs as thE. reac t ion _pr oce c.ds . 'i'he 
vertical deflection s~nsitivity was calibrated for the se 
conditions by a series of known voltage ratios obtained 
from a dry cell by usin~ a voltage di vider ~ ade fron pre-
c ision(l%) resi stors . 
'lhe os ci l los cope trace was :pho tofTl"lpheci. with a 
.1· ercur:y II c ;,~_:rne ra on .J.:,astm -m Linagraph Pan ob mr1. film. 
Af t 0r the sweep with the information from the shock wave 
on it, individua l sweeps at several calibrating voltapes 
were tr iggered externqlly, e verything being recorded on 
t he same tiru e exnosure. '.i'hus a s er ies of horizontal 
lines of known relative volt age were . ~ sunerimoosec on the 
original picture. The time scale of t he picture was cal-
ibrated by t he 100 k c. oscill a tor, as de scrib ed above. 
In order to measure the oictures, t he nev~tiv es were pro-
jected in a r,· icrofilrn read t-; r and the Lrafe trace d onto 
graDh rJaper . T: ' ro~.ri this, voltage - tims values were 
t2.bu l .Stted and -o lot ted. in the vva~.7" d_es cribe d_ in se c tion 4-. 
ivh en an absor Dtion spectrum is discrete, t ne ab sorp-
tion coeITicient, in addition to dependin~ sensitively on 
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wavelength, wi ll in genera l de pend on nressure, nath l ength, 
and temperature of t hE:: ;J.bsorbing substance, and on t h e 
n a tur E: a n d amount of inert, nonabsorbing: p::ol s that :r; tay be 
nre s e nt. I t will al so depend markedly on t he spectral 
nature of t h e l ight whose absorption is beinf observed. 
If t he l lgh t source emits a sing- l e 1 inc, t he ap:oarent ab-
sorp t ion c cefft cient wl ll denend on the r e l a t i v e:.--, position 
and wi d t h o f this line and thE: abs oru t ion line or line s 
which tt over la ps. 
'l 1he d:tscrete 8.dsor 'l tion of blue li ght by :~rn~ has 
been inves ti p.· i ted by Di xon ( 20 ) . .1 is ab sor p t ion co e f-
fici ents, obtained with liFht f rom a tungs t en l~m~ 
rnonochromatiz ed to :=i. band wid t h of L:i 0 It , show a r e,.:mlar, 
ahitos t sinusoidal intensity v ·_;. r Li ti on, with a pe r iod of 
ab out 100 l , sup er lmp o sed on a steady j_ncrease i n absor'-otion 
towar ds t he violet. In t :nes e expe r iments he found Beer's 
law to be valid , and t hE, r e wa s no effect of t emperat ure 
u p to 9b° C. Iow pres sur e and hifh p ressure mercury arcs 
as l irht sources p.: l V C t he sar'J.t:. abso r ;Jtion co ef'Llcient a s 
t he t ungsten l'-l_mu a t ':~C47 1..:: , bu t both arcs rave fl v alue 
l;~,~ h tgl-1er th '3.n t '.16 t unp:s te n. valU E; at ,t ;55H if . _i.j_b s o r ·otion 
coefficients for l ines from a hi_p:h p r e ssur e rnercur:r arc 
h ·1. ve be e n dete r mined. b v i~ olrr:.es and i)aniels ( 2 1 ). ~bsornti on 
coef :f'lc~_ ents h tVe bet:~ detcori-1-ne,·~- in t he nresent vrork , 
us-'Lnp t l!e 1°·,E. rcur:'i arcs v1hicb. werG l:i.s ed for t >'.rn obse_ vat:ton 
oft~~ disso ciat ion. ~all ~nd ?l a cet (2~ ) hiv~ dEter~ined 
t::::i.t aos or•Yclon c oefflcients '"i t.h a 2 _:,0 b r:mci 1-;ldth tn tl1E 
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I'<"fion of inter0;st. Al l these valuss , t aken over a ran[o 
of band vd_dth;J from :2 to Ll() ;;,,." , ai-:ree to within 10 or 15% . 
~his surpri sin~ agreement ~akes it appear likely triRt 
beer 's lavv is ap)roxl1:1ately valid for the mercury lines 
0 43:5d ,:-;. , but ' ore satisfying ev:tdence is clc,ar-
ly needed . ?>eer 1 s law has ahvay:s 1)een 8.SS ~F Eod in :,.wev1ous 
In t~i:s wor~ on t he diss ociati6n of N20~ , 
tbe ootical densities wer e about 0 . 4 and t he tot ~l chanpe 
vas less t han 0 . 1. Und er these conditions, a s 0 all deviation 
from 3eer's law will not be too inoort 8.nt. }~rthermore, 
in th.f: aDoroxi:nation that the r eaction is close to equi-
librium (see section L.r) the -olot from whicl"l the rg_te con-
stant is obt8.ined (F;ier. 10) does not de::iend on t .h e absorp-
tion coeffi cient, which in peneral enters only as a fairly 
small correctL:m . 
rihe absorption coefficients of a ty-oical N02 - ni tropen 
mixture were determlned for ths two ~' ercury lines and a 
tung sten source, using a Be ck:r::an ode l ·JU snectrophotometer 
• and a 10 .!\. band width. Concentrt0tions were detErJTined 
by the inethod of analysis pnvlonslv described (.section 1) 
and the equilibrium cons tan ts of i, e rhoek and .i)Rniels ( 23) were 
used. N2 o4 does not absorb i n this wave length rep:ion ( 4 (Vl? 
t , '?." c:_ .··, ,. • ) 0 ·:tOv ·') i-1. • ;J'he extinc tion coE-fficients for t he mercury 
lines 4-047 and 4:358 Pi.0 • were found to be equal, to l >o , being 
150 1 m-01e - l cn- 1. bence t he relative int ensities of the 
two lines need not be known. 'ihe absorotion was found to 
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be i ndependent of nitro~en pressure u p to 1 atmosphere. In 
working with t he tung sten l amp, it is import r-mt to hg_ve re-
producible wave length settings, since th8 absorption 
coeffici en t changes r apid l y wi th wave length. '.Lbs spectra-
p:O.otometer wa s set on the absor n tion minimum a t 43 '75 A• and 
the absorn tion coefficient d etermined as 113 1 mole-1 cm-1, 
\llri th a band width of 10 A ... After each series of runs in 
the shock tube, the comoo sition of t he; N0 2 - nitro p:en mixt u re 
was che c k ed with the s oectroohotorne ter, setting the wave 
length scale in t his way. 
4 . Calculation o f the Rate Constant. 
'l'he diffe renti a l equation for the i s oth ermal rate o f 
cha n ge of the N02 concentr~tion follo wing an arbitrary di s-
p l a cement from equilibrium will now be derived and inte grat-
ed, taking into account the vari a tion in density du e to 
the departure from ideal behavior of a shock wave in a 
gas with dissociation heat capacity. 
In al l t ha t follows, subscrip ts have t he following 
meaning. 
formal quantities, calculated as thouv.h a ll the Di 2 o'± vvere 
pr esent as N0 2 • 1
1he su:osrs cri ptJ refers to the low Dr es sure 
r egion (undi stu rbed re g~on) and f re fe rs to values j ust 
behind t h e s hock front, where no r eact i on has take n place . 
~hese quantities are c a lcul a ted using the constant heat 
capacity relations or e; s ent ed in Part II. -~uanti ties without 
sup6rscriots are evaluated at an arbitrary dist ~nce behind 
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thr shock front. 'l'he superscript oo refers to final, equi-
librium conditions. 
(28) 
Define the de ~ree of dissociation ~ b y 
/" -
'-.I -
c () 
0( -
v-
.J c. : c. 
.I 
where C is concentration, 11':: ~ and I i s d ensity. J)if-
ferentiation 
Jc, 
( 29) -- ::: 
gives 
c" ~« 
-:v- ;ff- + o<. Cu J Yv-,JI ;TT 
The first term on the ri e;tht is the alp:ebraic sum of the 
r ~te of formation of N02 by dissociation of N2o 4 and its 
r a te of removal bv a ssociation to forrn N204: 
~ N,. 011 ~ z No I< i. 
' 
(30) £! J« , ("'C') - '7 L C - 2. K. C 2-
- - - - ~IC&. a. ' I 11" Jt' ,It v 
which defines the rate constants k1 and k 2 • 'l ·h e second 
term on tbe right of ( 29) g ives 
(31) _/ C J Yv I rl (' l _ c, 'V Jr __ 
17' "Tt ~ (rt~ 4'-~ 71 
with the definition ~:/- ~vf . In section 5 a relation 
between ti and ~Ci.: f.1- f, (where g is weight fraction) will 
/,_ ' ' 
be derived. For t h e purposes of the present calculation, 
this c a n be ap·9roximated by //:;a~ 1 ... where a is about 10 
in the cases of interest h ere . Dsing this and the fact 
t h at J, +f,,.:: ~ i;dves 
( 32 ) C,' f!f {_f.-~- "''·') _t (1rv) ~ ( f/,. "4)_L~ ( 10) 
m, I -v, m, 'If_, 
wh ere m is m.olecular weight. ~{ earranp:inp thi s g ives 
( r,; '') ) ?Jt, v,c, - ~11-(.f,~1-I )U v'- . h,.. 'Ill, "i C,~ - t' - Ac + 73 
V<.. -r -// I ?ttr +- ,/ , - tJ. /, :;, / 
r-.r a. , + Ya 
'l'he tercn 5-n JI.._ may b e ne glected, since ,// is t yp ically .05 
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or less and t he g's are of t he order lo-2. Sinc e P i s 
essentially a correction t er~ for the deoarture of the sho c k 
wave froT ideal (constant h e a t capacity) beh~vior, a 5% 
error in JI mak es a much s ··r: aller error i n the final result • 
. Ct is convenient to use A in the form 
( 34 ) 0~~ 
- ~ f',1. "'Ya. ~quation ( 31) ~ay now be wr itten 
( 35 ) ot.C • ~t = C, (1-1-v/A 1f:« (1.,.v}(P-q) Jl.' 
L: sing t h e fact that c,+2c,..: (~ g ives from equation ( 30 ) 
( 36) f° ~: rz. (ff-(')- 2 J: C/= J:,. (%' (11-Ac,.,,8)-C )- 2 k, C, z... 
( 3 ? ) ~ ~«:: -2J;c/·+1z.(1;-c•-)c, """· c-(B+j): he,'- -1-ec, + j 
., 11.,c 
Combining equat ions ( 3 7 ) and ( 35) gi ves, according· to ( 2 9 ), 
6C.i.+ec, 1 i 
(38) Jr, [t- (I.fl/){//..- 8)] 
~.'yp ically p/.:::' .05 an d B " -. 05, so t ha t in the d enominator 
the J) in t he ( t.fll ) factor is a. sm<=>l l corre ction to the 
1 0~6 correction (P-8 ), ::md hence may be ne gl ec ted. In 
orde r to integr a te (3R ), an average va lue of P will be intro-
duc ed as a constant. With any reas onab l e aver ap·e value, 
( l+B-J/ ) can only be in error by 2 or 3'.10 . 'l'he smallness 
of p and the resulting sim ~lificat ion in the t re a t ment, is 
due to t h e fact tha t the large excess of inert gas is fai rly 
e f'f e c ti ve in overbalancing: the 11 chem.:tcal i i hea t capac ·1_ ty of 
, .A,:. C 00-C 
.I L_1 I' I 
t r 
·~ 
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According to equation (37) we hnve 
( 4 o ) ,;z::;hf == i,. f/~-1)~ ~ {tfB) :: J,. r ( -""i /(11~ 
where use has been made of the equili.briun! constant 
/{ = !:J;! ~~ j; 
Cz. k, 
(41) 
'lhe logarithm may be expanded to get a form more useful 
when .6 is small: 
' Ln )j J ~ /--Jn I;-~ J __ -4 (~ (1-J;.!!.. )] ~ r.G 1f ~ (~} {ec-~6j /' .l~ /"" [2 ~ kr 1 
:3ince ~~ anDroaches zero as t he r-eaction Droceeds, we /(r "'· , 
can mak e t he expansion 
( 40 ) I 11_ !:.3) ~-(±_~ + J (#-9)&. + J. /~)1 + ·-. J AH<' l<r lkr - /t' r 1 ( kr 
~quation ( 39) may now be written 
1-ro-;;& k' za t. j I ...1 ( 44 ) -I ._._.- -r- -r.!.. /2.~) +··· .. :: .,._~7'Sl 
-.f .. r ~ .2 .a Kr 2 ''kr 
and the rate constant k 2 is deterrrined from the sl ~pe of 
a Dlot of the o_uG.nti t y in bra ckets ap:"i.ins t time. 
'1he auantj_ties A and t must now be rel a ted to the 
·· ,easured voltag e and t i!,·e . ~'"'-Ssurl'linp :se:er 's law and l i n-
ear :tty of the _oh oto:>J1ultipliFOr, 
( 45) A = .J_ fix; ~ ~J.. -h, v«> 
where v is t h e voltage obtainea fro~ the oscilloscope 
tr a ce and the ca librations. ~ is the absorpt:lon coefficient 
determined in this work, and ~ is t he ootical path length, 
5. 3 C111. a 
~:he tlrre t t hat aymears -i.bove is of course the lenp·th 
of time tha t t he gas being obser ved has b een behind the 
shock front, which ~ay be cal led t he 9roper time, tp . Thi s 
is not equ~l to the time t r , ~easured bv Rn observer in 
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th€ laboratory, between the arrival at the obs Ervation 
window of the shock wave and of the seg~ent of ~as being 
observed. T'his nrc:lativistic 11 effect is due to the fr-i.ct 
that when the shock w:0.ve reac:U.es the observing windov1, t he 
gas tha t will apDear there at time t s later is a lready 
behind the shock front and has beg:un to dissociate. If 
t~e mass flow velocity u were constant behind the shock 
front, one would h_a,ve 
ref,Jgj ./) 
( 4b) t = fs ti : ts..!.... _ ts p /(. r;t'"· - . ..,_ "V 
(!?.;..· ... P'-i 
since u 0 t .s is the dis tarfu"E, of the serr.men t of gas behind 
t he shock front and u is its velocity relative to t h e shock. 
'l'he second equality in equ8. tion ( 46) fo llows from equation 
(1), :o.5 . .. :1.ctually u and 71 are not const 1nt behind the 
shock front. 1o find the tp correspondinp to a given ~ 
from equation ( 1~ 6), a V averaged between ~ and V" at t s 
mu s t be used. Us tn~ the se c ond of equations ( ~ 3) and the 
a ;Jp1°oxi:nate rate E;quation 
(47) A:: LJ.(t=t>)e~p(-.fa.rts) 
derived from (3g ) by setting t/= O, ts "'- O, and ne ~:, lE:.cting 
terms in LL beyond t:i:1e first, onE.: c a n 
t. = I~ ::- _!_ [t. +- 1-n 10-,e J 
p "Vtt) tr4> '.{ 1 r o x~ ( 48 ) 
easlly eve lu8.te 
__,. 
fs-" co 
~he various a oproximstions used in d eriving thi s are ius-
tifis.ble because the result is only a 10 or 15\ cor:o.0 ection. 
In equation ( tJ3 ) 'V" ~'1.as its value at t:t n--,e t .s • Tt is con-
sistent wt th the aporoxir:.; ations made in derivinf-' equation 
( ~ 4), and sufficiently accura te for the pr6sent work to 
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derive a linear relationship between tp and ts by intro-
ducing an average value of '\f , independent of ts, into 
equation (48). Substitution of this into equation (44) 
then merely changes the right hand side to tsA.,co ~ canst., 
and the rate is obtained from the sloDe in the same way as 
before. If it were not for the large excess of nitrogen 
used with the N2 o4 in t hi s work, the change in '\/' behind 
the shock front would be much larger, and an average value 
could not be used. ':Phe treatment of this mor e conmlicated 
case is outlined at the end of the next section. rrhe r ather 
good str,ai .ght lines, Fit=;. 9, obt ained by p lottin1z the data 
according to equ 1tion ( 44, ) :i.nd ica te th. A. t the as su.mp tion 
of constant temperature, and the use of an average value 
f or V ar e justified . Of cour se this also confirms the 
assu mption of a cUs sociation firs t order wi th respect to 
5. The T'em.pera ture and De£1~1~:Y. Behind Shock Waves in a 
~sI s ~S? s: i ~ ~J E·g~cra:3~- - - ----· - ----·~· -.. -
In the previous section, a method of calculatin~ a 
rate const ant from the experirnBntal data was exolained, but 
nothing was said about the temperature to which thi s 
v a lue corres Donds. In this section a method is ~iven for 
calculating the final (equilibrium) values of the density 
and ter1perature behind the shock. From these and the n frozen 
in 11 values just behind the shock f r ont, one obtains the 
average V and ~ used i n the precedi ng se c tion. 
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'l 'he develo-'Jment is JEoti vated b;: the troatn ent of' 
~e the and 1e l l er(7). · :~t i.s based. on t L e thre e conser-
v a tion equations g1_ven on pace 5 . 'J.hese state th.at the 
flux of mass , momentum, and energy across any surface 
perpendicular to the 'Jlane one di:~1' ens i onal flow is constant~ 
( '19) fu.= n f ,denslty; u,flow velocit y ; n , mass flux 
(SU) 'f + 11 U = 11 V f' ,Dres sure; V,constant(n.ot 1101.ume) 
~::.., internal energy 9er crrun . 
"Sy divid:'Lng trie last cc:_-uR.tion by n, one has the e qui valent 
f orrn 
( 5" \ ( (J) 
'1.ne Jefini ti on 
1f; _t'c 
r> 
( 54, ) 
) fl-fl = 
:: II -f J. tt"" = Ct>?Uf 
.2 
of 11 and equa tion ( 4:S) 
t( 
~ 
cive 
ac ross the shoc1 ~: ':.r-tve pi ves 
\:"·; l ]_ -~:- lJ \ 
E t. ) • :ct ts :i "'rtolc . L:":1ct1-on <:i v(·rar:e. 
of t.'..10 hc;ai-· cn. 1-irwities of tLe. com.J·Jncnt. p_ ses, consh'tEred 
as beinp indeDs~dcnt : 
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( 56) fJ =: (, fJ, +/,_ It + .r, 11-1 
wb.er e f is mole f r·.·;c t ion , '3.nd snbscrt 't 0 rcfer .s t ;) the 
.l. • ( c:; h ) . L .L OD UV tJy 
( s? ) II - /1 "'~ !fJ (r- r ~ -t- A '1 
bquatine (57) and ( b4 ) ~ivG s 
( 58 ) itt'&(l-1/~):: .oh~~ (r- -r~) 
pressinp· tl"H ~ ressJ.re ln equ .s. t i on ( 50) in tcr ·s o f t.t:i.c 
peI'fect pas l aw , 
( S\1) -w j> ;-??U " ~~-t,_...,. /,(./ 
.:>:; f ln:tng T=- 7/1-,,t g_nd r earr.':i.nelng p ~L vr.:,s 
(co ) [.::- "11(trf..u) +Rr-'/Ym 
R r.,,~/??? 
:Cntrodu c inf. tllE:; downs tr ea:: · r·~°Ch llU; ~bEr 1Jy 
(Cl) 
hitting ( b2) a n d (c l) i nto ( bB ) fl vss 
( o3) .! d'"Mi..(1-Y"") ~ ~ h +- Pf!- r )( 11rM7.-1] 
i. Rr/m t 
. T' . .• . ~ .• ·t· ' ' ' t • f ·r ,., .:· ' I . . .• ;: 1 .. ·-c ' v I Y AA a.. ,,. ' - . " xi.6a_rang.Lnf:: .Ln .o quao.r . i c _or ,. aLu.. 1-VLl, ___ fll:, o ,; !.II,,,, c_ ive0 
( b4) (;z. i-1) If ':;z. p (1 ' f,;~) y ,_ (1- ~~~ , ; :~ ) ~ 0 
'.L De solutio: l (n/;-;- 1 ) £!-,B(l-_L ?~ 2 (2 ,B-t) 6h 1 (b5) 11~ ;:p::; L,...,. Pi). - I /"IH"} tt'& 
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:C, qu a tions ( vb ) an::i ( o?) five t he dGns i ty and t ' rn::::;e rature 
at any -point behind the shocJ-;: front, .-1 s a function of' the 
composltion of the fa s ~ixture (for fivcn initial con-
ditlons and shock velocity ) • 
. Since /I.,_ (= S . 5 ~; ) is :ronrox :Lna tely tv:ice /), (~ ' . 57), 
e quation ( 5b) m·:'-Y b e. wr·l tt en 
{J does not change a:;i ~preci ably a s the gas d iss o ci a.tes. 
For :rnst of the runs, P= :J .51 ( {J for nltropen is o. 50). 
r was always taken as 1.4, its v a lue for nitrogen. Initial 
val ues of 'V and 'l' mR::-' be c alculated from eqw1tions ( t b ) 
and (62). F'rom th e se , wi th a l ittle experience, it is 
eHsy t o wake a rather t:ood guess of the final v a l ues 1ft.0 
and T00 • The s b are then used with the equilibriu~ c on-
s 'umt t o cal culR.te final concentrations. ':l.'hl' apTee-.·E nt 
of t hE: A(f: o) cal culat ed fro ".l·' t he se wt th the observed was 
us·.1a lly 10 - 1 5t . Fro:"c t he se fin8. l conc2ntra tions Ah is 
celcul8ted and a second a pproxi mati o n to 7 and T is deri v ed. 
~hi s process ~ ay be re uea teC , but this ~as usu a l l y not 
n~cess ary . ~ ypi cal ly , T00 - Tf was 1 or 1.5 depree, ~nd 
\:V as 0.9b or greater, corres8onding to P b e twesn 0 
and O.G5. :vi th s uch smal l c han ge s fro!;~ t hs frozen i n to 
t nE oquilibr iu,, cond:t tion, it vv1rn n o t hard to de:c-tclE: on 
-avsr 9.ge values. J/ v.,·rn arbl trarily taken as '?/0 of its Ltnal 
-fs,-· 
part of the re a ction wR s not observed. It i s interesting 
th ;.:i t tb.e tE-mperatur e of the gas ·"- ctua lly increases as a 
result of t he endothermic re a ction t R~in~ p l Rce in it. 
As t hs d issociation nroceeds b ehind t he shock w2ve , energy 
is supDlled to it by a slowt np d own of th~ f low (wi t h con-
sequent increa s e in de nsity ) rathe r t han b y n de cr sasE in 
te•··.pe r a trlre. 
If t he chan~e s in 7 and T behi nd t he shoe~ fro n t are 
to o large to pe r mi t the u se of avEraze v ~lues, thfse 
quantities may be calculated a t any ·9oint b ehind the shock 
f ront b y usinp t:C1e observed va luE:>s of A , and c1essinp 
a va lue of 'If , to find ~It and nence 'Y and '11 • rl'his , uy be 
r E- p eated -,ri t ll. the ne1F 'If i f the first guess was to;) far off. 
Alternatively, the for mula 
( o H ) 1r = 111 A o. (t = • J /1t ~ p (- J.... r t) + v '° 
obtained. fro 'Y. equation (47 ) and the second of e qua tions ( 33 ), 
may be used as an inter pol 1tion for yv-ul a betvuefn 1F.f 2nd 1'Q) . 
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PROP03ITIO!\I'3 
:3ubmi tted by 'l'ucker Carri_np·ton 
l. r he rate of exclt11.tion of vibrR.tion in ni tro p:en p·as 
sud~enly heated by passin~ a shock wave through it may be 
studied by following as a function of time the intensity 
of resonance radi11.tion fron a small arY:ount of sodium mixed 
with the gas , since vibrational energy is much more efficient 
than translation in exciting sodium qtoms. 
2. 'l'he photolysis, usinp.- a hi?h intenstty flash lamp, of 
methyl iodide in the presenc e of excess radioactive iodine, 
when combined with a si_milar study of Dure methyl i..odide 
tafged with r~di..oactive iodin~ wi ll ~ake ')Osslble deter-
mination of the r :.J. tes of the reactions CH0 + I - CE3I and 
CB3 + r 2 - CH3I -r r. 'The former will give inforrratton about 
the unimo lecular thermal di ssociation of methyl iodide. 
Few unimolecular reactions have been studied over a 
large pressure range under conditions where the mechanism 
ls simcle ·:tn ~;_ ·'...mq"J. estion ibly l{nown. ri1h -i_s should be 'JOS'-'lble 
for the t11cr2·ral ducornr)os it ion of methyl iodLie i_n the, Dres-
ence of r Jd ioactive i.odine. Hmilar study of cth: 1 locHde 
~ ill Rllow deterTiination of the rates of the two com~etlnr 
::'odes of' 1w t ·'._nr·y d ts ~i') e l .-::.t lon of the p,c ti v'tted rno lecule. 
3. ~he work of Rossler(l) on the effect of lnert ras es on 
the resonance fluorescence of iodine excited bv ruonochro-
:1''1..t i c 1 i_p:h t :~houl'.3. be rei::1ter1we tcd, us i_nr U1e" Dr es ent 
valuE. of ths r ·;1di-1ttve ltfeti::ne of I~z (Trou) , wrrt~b Vi'.lS not 
'·rn.own :J.t the ti_'"lG of hls v;or!c ':'he high e ff:l.cienc y v1htch 
he found for vibrational enerpy transfer ln colllslon is 
thus reduced. 
3tudies of the ty·--:e 111Rd6 by Hossler ( 1) for I2 and by 
Ju.rand ( 2) for S2 should be extended to a r 1u1f e of wavelenpths 
r-:md to oth.sr molecules 1A·hosc electronic tr-ans'i_tion probab.tl-
tttes c~n be found, s~nce these studies give infor~ation 
P,bout vibrn.t loncJ.l 8!16rpy transfer i.n coll i_sion vih lch C«Ul 
not be obtalnei fro~ sound Jisperaion or ci1emical klnetlc 
stu1ies. 
The oossibility of Dersistence of rotation of excited 
OH in low uresAure flarres could be lnvestip1ted by study-
inf-_ tr.onocnromat tcall:v 0xci ted fluorescence -from OE ln the 
f lar11e. 
4 . ,)irect evldencc triat tf.ie 0nerp:y :tnvo lved in thE. quench-
in~ of an electronically exclted metal atom go es pref0ren-
tially into translation rc1ther t han v:tbr ,~ tion of the quench-
inf mo lecule could be obtained by looldni;:· for rac1 iation of 
the ,) ltnes fr8r:i sodiu·~ present in ;:.1 svste'1J tn vvht ch nitrop-en 
is quenching exc~.ted thallL:i.·r;· ato:rEs. 
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5. 'The continuous flow isothermal crystalliz.qtion aDpara-
tus of Carre ls, Jones, and Eowland(3) should be useful 
for stud.y:i_nrr the s:;ontaneous resolution of a racemic mixture 
by crystalliz9.tion unde,r vartous conditions of temperature 
and :Jres sur·e on suitable seeds. 
- 'l·he crys tal structure of various metal lic salts of di-
carboxyli c acids should be determined, wi t h the pur-:Jose of 
understandinp.: the widely dlffering yields in pyro l ysis to 
cyclic ketones. 
6 . Spontaneons nucleation in a su'Jer- cooled cas could be 
stud ied in ti10 pI' oducts of pyrol-ysis behind a shock 'Nave 
of r!wlecules such as carbon suboxide or met'.::11 carbonyls. 
'ihe 11 cobwebs n of carbon found by :i·wrri sh and Porter ( 4) ln 
the flash photolysis of acetone s::1ould be investi[tated and 
Urn p ossi'bi.1-t ty of nucleation by cos1'. i:lc rays considereJ. 
7. ::::n view of the fact ths_t sodium is 1:mown to be "solublen 
in co.m.nressed hydrog·en{ 5), i ts 11 solubility" and absor-otion 
snectrum in com-oressed carbon -,1 onoxide ·would be of interest. 
.. -· 
2. 'I'he adji ti vi tv of indicator currents in the system 
Cu++ , Cu .. ; :f3r2 , l3r ;.;: could be tested by bufferinv the system 
to constant Br 9 concentration with an orFanic solvent for 
Er::;i, snd t hen changinp: the Cu~ concentration lndenendently 
of~the ?r2 . - · 
9. A diffusion model similar to t hat used b;;·- Frenke l(6) 
in tre a ting s:pontaneous nuc l e ation in a super-cooled vapor 
ind:Lcates that the rate of energization ln a quasi-unimolec-
ular reaction is not strongly dependent on the stenwise 
nature of the process. 
10 . 'The poem nvJaldges pr achn by Josef von Eichendorff is 
an al legory for seekers of truth. 
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.. 
WALDGESFHACH 
11 1-:.,s ist schon spat, es wird schon kalt, 
'ff as re:L ts t du eins am durch den Wald ? 
Der Wald is lang, du bist allein, 
Du scheme Braut! Ich f1jhr 1 dich heim! 11 
11 Gross ist der Manner 'l'rug und List, 
Vor .Scbmerz mein Herz p:ebrochen ist, 
Wohl irrt das Waldhorn her und hin, 
0 flieh! Du weisst nicht wer ich bin.n 
11
,30 reich gescbrriuckt ist Hoss und V1eib, 
::30 wunderschon der junge Leib; 
Jetzt kenn' ich dich - Gott steh' mir bei! 
0u bist die Hexe Lorelei. 11 
"Du kennst ruich wohl - von hohe::n Stein 
.:3cb.aut still n ein Schloss tief in den 11.hein. 
bs ist schon sp~t , es wtrd schon kalt, 
Kormrst nirnrnerrnehr aus dieseiy, Vfald !n 
- :C::ichendorff 
